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Human beings as one of the natural inhabitants, it should always maintain and exploit nature with all sorts of purposes that they live and coexist with God's other creatures. Among human obligations to nature is to preserve the beauty. One area that has the potential of nature tourism which is also very important for the beauty of the area guarded Tulungagung southern coastal region precise marine tourism beautiful popoh beach which is located in the village of Besuki Tulungagung Besole District. Popoh beach has a calm, comfortable, and the ocean view is perfect for a nautical tour, but the pleasures are less able to be enjoyed by visitors, because of lack of maintenance and processing. In addition, the unavailability of a convenient lodgings

Based on the description above, the development of tourism in Popoh Beach is the provision of accommodation facilities such as comfortable lodgings for the domestic and foreign tourists the resort hotels. Based on the word of God in the letter AL-A'raaf paragraph 56, Embodiment Islamic religious values in the existing condition in the form of footprint that is maximal utilization of natural beauty (beaches, rolling green hills) by way of not damaging, and the processing environment well. The theme is taken in designing the resort hotels is the potential of Islamic architecture is the utilization of the natural surroundings. Based on reference data obtained from the city tourism office writer, who planned a classy hotel one star.

There are three embodiment of the concept of Islamic architecture in the design, namely Hablumminallah, Hablumminannas, Hablumminalalam. In applying these concepts in the design of resort hotels is based on data and analysis of existing conditions Popoh Indah Beach tourist region. So that the shape of a resort hotel building, whether it is the effect of building design with environmental conditions of site area, as well as forms and facility building itself may contribute more to the quality and convenience in travel at beautifull popoh beach.